A nursing tool for adherence and recovery in psychosis: a pilot study.
Clients with psychotic disorders are at great risk for relapse and rehospitalization. This risk is magnified by poor adherence to medications, as well as refusal to accept optimal treatment planning, including more beneficial atypical medications. Adherence can be even more compromised because of clients' poor insight into these illnesses and their inability to recognize the potential for recovery that exists when taking medications as prescribed. This poor insight makes effective collaboration in treatment more difficult and is an exceptionally troubling impediment to successful treatment. Currently, there are few effective strategies to improve insight into psychosis. We have developed the Levels of Recovery from Psychotic Disorders Scale (LORS) as a teaching tool. It is designed to identify strengths and weaknesses in insight in order to provide the basis for an intervention to enhance and promote change. This article reviews the relevant literature on adherence and insight in this population of clients with psychotic disorders. It also reviews a pilot study comparing the LORS to the BASIS-32. The findings provide the basis for future studies using the LORS to enhance insight, adherence, and recovery.